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To us, who have lived our entire lives in a culture saturated with print, 
it seems obvious that the survival of a verbal artifact for any length of 
time would be impossible without material texts. To a writer, getting 
published is the necessary first step toward a potentially limitless Nachle­
ben. The fact that, ceteris paribus, a new book is more likely to be pulped 
within a few years than to survive into the following century doesn't really 
enter into consideration. In a general way, publication itself is considered 
a form of immortality. 
If we consider the past, the importance of material texts looms 
even larger. Virtually all our knowledge about ancient poetry, fiction, 
and other genres depends on what was written down, so that the import­
ance of material texts seems self-evident; and it is easy to assume 
that it was evident to the ancients as well. Exhibit A is the elder Pliny's 
well-known remark thc1t a civilized way of life, and particularly any 
knowledge of the past, actually depends on the use of papyrus (NH 
13.21.68): 
Nondum palustria attingimus nee frutices amnium; prius tamen quam 
digrediamur ab Aegypto, et papyri natura dicetur, cum cartae usu maxime 
humanitas vitae constet, certe memoria. 
(So far I have said nothing about the plants that grow in wetlands or along 
rivers; but before I leave Egypt, I will say something about the papyrus 
plant, since civilized life, and above all our memory, depends upon its use.) 
Pliny's perspective on material texts seems identical to our own, so that 
we may easily infer that all literate people of his time shared it with him, 
and so with us. And of course, many did so. But there is another side to 
the story. 
Roman poets during the first century ll.C. did recognize the importance 
of material texts as the medium in which their poetry would circulate 
most widely and for the longest time. Catullus, for instance, in presenting 
a libellus to Cornelius Nepos expresses the wish that the poetry that 
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